
Renewing Undergraduate Mathematicg
by Lynn Arthur Steen

Undergraduate mathematics is a major educa-
tional conduit for our nation's scientific person-
nel-not only for future eng:rneers, physicists,
and mathematicians, but aleo for computcr scien-
tists, statisticians, school teachers, physicians,
economists, and business executives. Some type
of undergraduate mathemat'ics is required for
virtually every scientific and engneering degree.
Undergraduate mathematics is to scientific re-
sesrch what baeic reseaxch is to applied science,
the supplier of intellectual resources.

As science changes, so also must the pattern
of undergraduate mathematics. On top of this,
mathematics itself is changing dra'matically-
in content, scope, and application. Pon'erful
and ubiquitous new applications signal to the
educated public that mathematics is no longer,
if it ever was, the sterile, ethered, axiomatic
exercise of journalistic caricature. The truth is
that mathematics is not just being applied, but is
being continually created in response to challenges
from science, from technology, and from other
pa,rts of mathematics itself.

Although new courses such as data aaalysis,
operations resea.rch, and discrete mathematics are
finding their place in the curriculum, very few
courses in the typical undergraduate program
give students a realistic sense of the true nature
of contemporary mathematics, either pure or
applied. Unlike their peers in the natural sciences,
undergraduate mathematics students rarely move
beyond classroom exercises involving mathematics
that is several decades (or even centuries) old'
Prevented by curricular constraints from seeing
how mathematics is created, students too often
view mathematics only as a powerful but static
collection of tools to be learned (or worse,
memorized) and then applied. They fail to see
career options in a field that is presented as a fait
accompli.

Undergraduate mathematics bears major
responsibiliry for the future 'wen-being of
American society. Collegiate mathematics must
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provide courses for future scientists, progralns
lor prospective elementary and secondary school
teachers, remedial courseg for those entering col-
lege unprepa,red in mathematics, general educa-
tion courses for students not majoring in a
quantitative discipline, strong majors- for those
intending to enter graduate school, and a va.riety
of service courses ra,nglng from elementary statir
tics to advanced operations research. Moreover,
in many institutions, mathematicians must also
teach computer progra'mming and elementa'ry
computer science.

As mathematics needs to be continually created
to provide new tools for science and industry,
so the undergraduate curriculum needs to be
continually renewed to reflect the changing nature
of mathematical practice and scholarship. Yet the
limited resources of undergraduate mathematics
departments a,re nolv thinly spread over an
enormous variety of elementary service courses'
leaving virtually no'time or enerry for the in-
depth study necessa,rlr to renew faculty initiative
or to develop innovative progralns.

Signs of distress a,re not ha.rd to find. The
number of degrees awa.rded in mathematrcs is only
about half of what it was ten or fifteen years ago.
Enrollments at the elementary level are double
what they used to be, and faculty work loads have
increased significantly. Demand for computer
science is distorting enrollments and depleting the
pool of young prospective mathematicians. Dual
salary scales axe demoralizing faculty at the same
time as budgets for library resources and travel
are diminishing.

It is time for the mathematical community-
researchers, teachers, and users-to join in a
common cause to renew undergraduate mathe'
matics. We need to do more than stimulate the
curriculum. We must examine and respond to
the realities of student interests and preparation.
We must articulate standards for the profession
that will enhance the morale and effectiveness of
college mathematics teachers. Most importantly,
we must engage ourselves and our students in
the excitement of creative mathematics applied to
challenging scientific and societal problems.

Studente

Any analysis of undergraduate matherpatics
must begin with informed knowledge of our stu-
dents, who arrive in college having studied mathe-
matics in some form for most of their school years.
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The Rise and, Fatt of U S. Matheiatics Degrees. This composite graph pictures smoothed
data for bachelor's a.nd docior's degrees for the preceding three decades:

Cuwe A represents the total number of bachelor's degrees awarded in the United States,
in units of tr,000. Following a long period of growth, the number of degrees has stabilized
during the last ten yearr at just over 900,000.

Cuwe B represents the total number of Ph.D. degreee awarded in the United Stater in
mathematics and statistics. This number has now fallen by 40'% fram its peak of about 1200
in 197&19?1.

Cune C represents the number of U.S. citizens who received a Ph.D. in mathematics or
statistics. As a percent of the data represented by Curve B, it has fallen from about 90% to
just under 60%.

Curve D represents the total number of U.S. bachelor's degrees in mathematics, in units
of 25, This number also peaked in 19?0, at about 25,000; now it has dropped to half that
Ievel.

Cunre E, also in units of 25, represents the growth of bachelor's degrees in computer and
information sciences. This curve crossed Curve D, the bachelor's degreer in mathematics, in
1980.
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The effect of this study is to add to the already
great natural variance in mathematical aptitude
an enormous vanance in both competence and
attitude. The latter two characteristics frequently
overwhelm the former, and the three together
produce a diversity in performance that is almost
Levond comprehension: the range of mathematical
ilf;;;d of college freshmen spans ten vdars
of education (grades 7-16), but the distribution
is skewed decidealy bwa.rds the lower half of this
renge.

There a,re approximately four million persong
in each age cohort anong students of school-age;
that is a-bit more than 1/70th of the total U'S'
population. Nearly 30% do not graduate from
'hish school. (The percent of students who finish
hii"h school has been declining slightly lor tfe nast
tulnty years, after increasing steadily for the palt
c"*n"y.) Of tne three million pe-raons who do
graduate, about half, approximately 1.5 million,
enter college.

About two-thirds of those who enter college
have not studied precalculus mathematics. This
means that each year about one million students
enter higher education without having completed
the full progarn of high school mathematics'
Half of thoie have taken a second algebra
course, the other half have not. Thus half a
million college students-those who never took
Algebra tr plus many of those who forgot moSt
of-what little they may have learned in that
course-enter college needing extensive review
of elementary algebra, sometimes including what
is euphemisticafy called "arithmetic for college
students."

The beot-prepared third of college freshmen,
another haf a- million, are well prepared for
college mathematics courses. Approximat ely 2095,
or aSout 100,000, have actually taken calculus'
These represent the top 3% of high school seniors,
yet only-about onefourth of those learn enough
calculus in high school to receive college credit
for the courss Results released at the end of
1984 from the Second International Assessment of
Mathematics show that U. S. high school students
who have taken calculus score ba.rely above the
median when compared to thb top 10-15% of
students from other countries.

Here is a tabular estimate of the mathematics
placement of 18 year old students in the United
States:

30% Do not finish high school
35% Finish high school; do not go to college
L2% Enter college needing elementary algebra

Enter college ready for precalculus
Enter college ready for caleulus
Enter college having completed some calculus
Enter college with some calculus credit

Realizing the Potential of Americon Higher Educa-
tion. T-his report highlights two other stffttent
characteristics that are erucial to an understand-
ing of the total undergraduate enviro-nment: 40Vo

of-all students study part time, and 40% of all
students a,re over the age of 25. Undoubtedly there
is a large overlap between these two group-l' And
since their impact on undergraduate enrollments
is weighted bythe part-time nature of their study,
the oierall impact on enrollment patterns is far
less than A}%.-Bttt as people, as decision makers,
and as votets, these older part-time students
represent an important fraction of the individuals
tt"ay*g undergraduate mathematics.

Enmllments
Enrollment patterns in mathematics are difficult

to find and interpret, partly because the math-
ematics profession does not speld -much of its
resourceJin keeping track of such data. By in-
terpolating among several sources' I made the fol-
lowinE estimates of the distribution of enrollments
(in th"ousands) in beginning college mathematics
courses:

% Enrollment Course

22% 700 Remedial
18% 600 Calculus
L8% 600 Programming
16% 500 Precalculus
13% 400 Elementary Statistics
5% 150 Finite Mathematics
3% 100 ComPuter Science
3% 100 Discrete Mathematics
2% 50 Mathematics APPreciation

100% 3200 Total

(For check-point comparison, American Mathe'
matical Society (evs) data for 1983 indicates a
total fall enrollment in mathematics and statistics
courses of 2.4 million. The table above includes
computer programming and elementary computer
science, which about accounts for most of the extra
enrollments. Since computer courses are taught in
both mathematics and computer science depart'
ments, it is very difficult to account precisely for
the impact that undergraduate computer courses
have on mathematics enrollments. The estimate
above is primarily for those computer courseg
taught by or in mathematics departments; it
doei not count computer science enrollments in
departments that are totally separate from math-
ematics.)

In contrast to the total enrollment of about 3
million in elementary courses in the rna$hemati-
cal sciences, the toial enrollment in advanced
(postcalculus) undergraduate mathematics is only
about 200,000, two-thirds in applied alalysis
(differentiai equations and related subjects), one'
ihira in othei parts of core mathematics' In
other words, over 90?5 of the enrollments in
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undergraduate mathematical science are in lcrwer
division service courses.

Much of this service load is of recent origin,
driven by a society convineed that mathematicn,
in modest doses, is useful, and perhaps even
profitable. These pragmatic forces have reshaped
ihe whole undergraduate culture: in the last {ifteeir
yea.rs or so, the number nf bachelor's degrees
awarded in the arts and sciences hae declined by
about 50%, while the number awarded in jotr-
related fields has more than doubled- Wherens *t
the end of the 1960s bachelor's graduates roughly
were divided equally between those in arts arid
science and those in speeialty programs' n$w
only about 2t% af graduates are in the a.rts nnd
eciences.

These changes have had a uigaificant impa*t on
enrollment patterns in mathematics. Indeed, in
the past fif[een yearn undergraduate mathematics
enrollments in the rnathematical sciences have
increased twice as fasi as has lthe general
undergraduate population, but this increase has
occurred totally in the elementary part of the
curriculum:

declined, from abuut 80% to under 60%. Th{s-has
led to a compound decrease of about 5S% in the
number of American* receiving doctoral degrees
in mathsmatics. In fact, the number of degrees to
{J.S. citircns in core ma,thernatics is now as low
as it wari in the 1960s. I{nre is a comparison, in
round numbersr

"1SS2 1$?2 1gB2
Mathema|ics ToN&l U"$. 1b{e} U.S. Total U'3.

Ph.D-',s
Core

Mathemabics
Applied

Mathematics
Slatistics
Mathematics &
Statistics
Total

Computer
Science

Mathsmatical
Sciences
Totnl

400 3?il s?s 72a 510 310

FacultY

There are eunently about 25,000 full time
mathernatics faculdy mernbers in United States
institutions of higher education. One fourth are
in Ph.D. granting ilstibutionx, one half in rnaster's
snd bae.hetror'n degree fulstitutions, and one fourth
in two year colleges. trn addition, there are
another ?0,000 per$ons rvho teach mathematics
part-time: 9,000 in the two yea.r colleges, 5,000
in the firur year institutions, and 6,000, rnostly
teachin6 assintants, in the uni:rersities.

About two.ihirds of all fuil-time mathematics
faculty hold cloctoral degrees. In 1965 only 35% of
the faculty appoinbments at the four-year eolleges
were filled hy ptruons with a doctorate; that
percentage has now doubled, partly in respouse
to a na.l,ional effort in the late 1960s to improve
faculty credentials in mathematics' The large load
of precalculus instruction coupled with increasing
demand for cornputer science instruction-where
Ph.D. degrees ale rare-suggests the current
percentage of Ph.D. faculty may represent a
stable long-term balance of faculty preparation
with teaching needs.

MUNIXlggtiSg lqg$tY
2_Yeqr "4 -&u Ph.D. Te!s!

l,\ril Time 6,00il 12,000 7,000 25,000
Part Tlme 9,000 5,00f) 6,000 20,000
r.T.E. 8,000 13,000 g,oo0 30,000
Ph.D. 1,000 8,500 ?,ooo 16,500
% of F.'t.E. LfV, 7$% I00% 66%
Tohl lramlly 15,0$0 l?,000 13,000 45,000

50 4r) 1n0 100 x?0 8050 40 150 110 150 $0

500 450 1130 930 780 480

1?S 130 260 160

50{} 450 1360 10S0 1040 640

Remedial & Precaiculus
Calculus
Computer Pnrgramming
Advanced Mathernatics

Total Mathernatical
Sciences 1600 3200 laa"A

1970 !985 %

800 1800450 60050 600300 200

Total B.A. Degrees ?80 930 2$%
Total F.T.E.

{Jndergraduates 6?00 9500 427,

Graduntee

About two-thirds of the students who enter
college actually graduate: each year there are just
under one million bachelor's degrees conferred
in the United States. Of these, about 1% are
in mathematics, that is, about 10,000. (Here
mathematics includes statisNics, but not computer
science.) About twice that number a,re noltr
receiving bachelor's degrees in computer and
inlbrmation sciences. In 19?0, there were abaut
30,000 bachelor's degrees in the mathematical
sciences awarded in the ljnited States-90%
(2?,000) in mathematies, LA'% in computer utd
information science. Since then mathematies
degrees have steadily declined and computer
science degrees have steadily increased, wibh the
to|d utaying relatively constant. Now there ars
about 11,000 bachelor's degreea in mathematics,
and over 20,000 in computer science.

As bachelor's degrees in mabhematics h*ve
declined, so have Ph.D. clegrees. Bul, even
more importanb, the percentage of U.S. cibizenx
*r,qceiving the Ph.D. in rnalhematics has also



For comparison, the U.S. membership in the
Mathematical Association of America (t'tl',1') is
about 18,000, and in the aus about 14,000;
together, about 25,000 U.S. residents belong to
one or the other of these major professional
mathematics societies. That is more or less the
same aB the total full-time mathematics faculty,
although of course neither group is quite identical
with the other.

The age distribution of the mathematics faculty
is very uneven: 2096 arc older than frfty-five;50%
are between forby and fifby-five; only 30% are
younger than forby. Far from being uniform,
the age distribution of the mathematics faculty is
almost bell-shaped. Just from the Ph.D. faculty
alone, there will be 200 retirements per year for
the next few yea,rs, rising to about 400 per year
by the year 2000. Overall, higher education has
to replace over 3000 Ph.D. mathematicians during
the next fifteen yea,rs, about half of what will be
produced at present rates.

Recent.ervrs data shows that only twothirds of
the new doctorates accept fust jobs in colleges
or universities. The median starting salary
for such academic positions is $23,000. The
undergraduates that these new Ph.D.'s teach,
leaving college with only a bachelor's degree,
receive median sta,rting (12 month) sala,ries of
$23,400. The corresponding salary to a new
mathematics Ph.D. in industry is about $36,000.

Finally, I note that the "David Report",
Renewing (1.5. Mathematfcs (National Academy
of Sciences, 1984) [reprinted in the Notices,
August 1984, pages 435-466; October 1984, pages
570-616] documents U.S. plans to introduce
several hundred supercomputers during the next
decade into academic, industrial and government
facilities. Each such machine requires, on
average, about a dozen mathematical scientists
with sophisticated knowledge of the mathematics
of computation. Several hundred such machines
will require several thousand new mathematicians.
The implications of this demand for the supply of
undergraduate faculty are staggering.

Underyraduate Mathematicg

The mathematics covered these days in typical
gndergraduate programs can be divided roughly
into three parts: the elementary, the old-fashioned,
and the experimental. That may sound unfair,
and it may be; but it has a grain of truth. As
enrollment data shows, many courses are really
not appropriate to collegiate level instruction.
Many others frequently contain little or no hint
of modern mathgmatics. And the rest are new
courses whose contribution to a unified curriculum
is totally untested.

We need courseB like these. We need elementary
courses to meet students on their own termsl we
need traditional courses to convey the classics of
mathematics; and we need experimental courses

to probe for new areas worthy of undergraduate
study. But the nature of contemporary qathe-
matics demands something more.

In an essay titled "Ordering the Universe:
The Role of Mathematics," an appendix to the
David Report, Arthur Ja^ffe writes about the
enormous breadth of modern mathematics' pure
and applied. Here is a sample from his survey:
oFourier analysis, from fast Fourier transform to

p seudodifferential equations;
osimple groups and number theory, applied to

algorithms and computational complexity;
oNumerical mathematics, used for nuclear reac-

tors and computerized tomography;
oCompact groups, used in mathematical physics

to represent quarks and supersymnetry;
oFibre bundles and connections, used for gauge

theory in electrodYna,mics;
oPoinca,r6 conjecture, in four dimensions, yieldtns

exotic Euclidean Bpaoes and explanations of
solitons;

oAlgebraic geometry, applying the Riemann-Roch
theorem to generate error-correcting codesl

oTime series a^nalysis used for seismic exploration
for oil;

oChaotic behavior indyna,mical systems, related
to the onset of turbulence as well as to the
theory of fractals;

oParallel computation and unbounded memory,
suggesting radically new algorithms for
numerical mathematics.

This list of current mathematical research topics
is neither elementary, nor old-fashioned, nor ex-
perimental. It consists of classical mathematics-
analysis, algebra, topology-mixed heavily with
physics and engineering, employing modern
computer tools to model significant scientific
phenomena. It shows a vigorous science rooted
in the rich soil provided by generations of mathe'
matical grants.

We cannot teach all this mathematics to
undergraduates. But we must, somehow, teach
the foundations of this mathematics, while at the
same time providing glimpses of the structure
that this foundation can support. To do that will
require a new synthesis of classical and modern
topics, not merely the unstructured aggregation of
traditional courses with experimental alternatives.

It is not my intent here to discuss the
many curricular changes affecting undergraduate
mathematics. The enrollment patterns cited
above indicate the extent to which the rushing
waters of mathematics have moved from a narrow
deep gorge to a flat broad plain. Twenty
years ago the Committee on the Undergraduafe
Program in Mathematics (cueu) helped guide the
undergraduate curriculum to a stable consensus
on a core of undergraduate mathematics. Todqv
that consensus is shattered: in its most recent
statement CLIPM reported that there is no longer
any consensus on specific advanced subjects that
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should constitute the core of undergraduate
mathematics.

Mathematicn is not the only discipline nuffering
from a dissolul,ion of eonsensus on purpose and
direction. A recent report by the Associa*
tion of American Colleges {al.c) called Integrity
in the College Classroawt, deeries what it callg
the "decline and devaluation" of undergraduate
educption: "A conenquence of the diepernnl *f
authority oyer the curric.ulum is...unhappy diuar-
ray, the loes of intesrity in the bachelor's degree."
The AAC report cites the narrow graduaie-schocl
profereionaliem of facultiss as the ront cause of
the identity crisis in undergraduate teaching, *nd
seeke "t,o revive the r*spcnsibiliq" of the faculty
as a whole for the curriculum as a whole."

Mathematien ie a parly kr the decline of under-
graduate education, aharing both in responsibility
for the decline as well as in iis con$equences.
What used to be a fqicused albeit narrow cur-
riculum ia now too ofben a smorgasbord of
unrelated courses. As demand for uew applica-
tions proliferate, the focus of the uldergraduata
curriculum disintegrates. In ma.ny departments
mathematicu faculty norr devote more teaching
e$hrt to computer programming than to calculus.

This curricular change is a two-edged sword.
While it has diminished the etrength of traditional
core mathematics-what mn.qt of us were trained
in during our graduate studies--it has at ttre
same time multiplied the linkages between math-
ematics a.nd other disciplines. No longer are the
concepts of mathematics only used in physics and
engineering. Now they can be found in linguis-
tics, medici:re, psychology, agriculture, music-
virtually every sutrject taright in an undergraduate
cuniculum. The connections between mathe-
rnatics and other sutrjects are oFLen mediabed
by computer science, but real m*thematics lurks
immediately beneath the surface. AJthough most
of us do not yet realize it, and many may not
even welcome it, the matltcmatics faculty has
within itr discipline a legitiurate responsibility for
linkages to the whole undergraduate curriculurn.
Mathematica as a discipline is uniqgely positioned
to help play a major role in the renewal of
undergraduate education.

Teaching and Resesrch

The renewal of collegiate mathernatics rvill
require imaginative effort in curricular reform,
both within the mathematic* major a.nd in various
interdieciplinary programs. It will reryrire exciting
new approaches that attra.ct the best young
minds of the next generation, as well as a
continual rtruggle to encourage good students
to pursue graduabe work in the rnathematical
sciences. But pnost of all, it will require sound and
productive programs of faculty evaluation and
faculty development for those 25,000 rnernbers of
our curuent matherrratics facr"rlties.

-rt!f 
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In every field, the vitality of undergraduate
education depende on effective links iletween
teaching nnd iesearch. Such links are 

"*bdbiattyiinportant in mnthematics, because the field is
changing *o rapidly. They are also especially
difficult to form, since thc frontier of mathemati-
cnl reeearch ig sc reurode frorn the reality of
undergradua.Ne csulses. Tlhe ]inks between teach-
ing and reses"rch in mathernatics are long, fragile,
and eanily brnken" Especialiy for this tea.son'
Nhe relntion bedwee& teaching snd research is s.n
impcrtant and crucinl aspect of ficulby renewaJ
and faculty evnluatlon"

Renewi,ng U.S. Mathemsties ca.lls for vast in-
creases in nuppnri for mathematics resea,rch, espe*
cially in the leadirg Fh.D. granting institutions:
"?he hea,lttrr of ghe mathematical enterprise in
the Unibed States hinges on the strength and
vitality of the departments in the leading re
*enrch u:iwrsiiies." This report also contains a
cxreful a.nalysiu of rcsnarch productivity in the
me,thematical sciencen, cross-checked in several
di&rent wa,ys. It conctrudes that the number
nf prnductive research mathematicians is about
3,000, including 2,600 established and 400 young
investiga*,ors. One measurc of "productivit5r" was
three papers in fivr years that were reviewed in
Mathematical lteriews; another was peer revisw
that judged their work equivalent to thaS already
treing suppnrted through National Science Foun-
dation (xsr) antl Department of Defense (ooo)
research grants. It is clear from this study
bhat only a small minority -about 10% of the
total, or 2A% of the Pb.D. holders--of U.S.
mathematics faculty are productive researchere
according to these criteria. This observation has
impcrtant irnplications for faculty renewal and
faculty evaluadion.

Every college and univcrsity rets standards
of profeneional work for permanent members
of its I'aeulty. Renearch universities usually
have thrtle distinct missions: teaching, researeh,
and service; faculty responsibilities at these
institutions parallel the mission of the institution,
requiring signific.ant contributions in each area for
its crwn sake.

'lhe majority nf post-recondary institutions,
however, de{ine tenching a,s their prirnary mission.
Yet even mosi of these instibutions, at least
all the four year institutions, require significant
professional activity of faculty to insure that
they remuin inteilecl,ually alive and actively in
contact with their diecipline. The vast majority
of faculty at these schools engage in research
and profesrional activity not so much to advance
the frontiern of research as to maintain their
vitality as teachers and to provide, by example
llnri by experience, a context in which their
students ca.n tasie the excitement clf creative
rna.thematicr. It is this aspect of profeosional
work lhlrl is especially importan[ in mathematics,
yet too ofben overlooked in faculty tenure and
promotion reviews.



The relation of teaching to research in mathe-
matics is crucially important and virtually unique
among undergraduate disciplines. Professional
activity is enormously important in mathematics
becaus-e of the rapid growth of the mathematical
sciences. Teaching that is divorced from profes-
sional activiff may be effective and popular, but
it cannot long remain intellectually honest. The
only way for a curriculum in t\e mathematical
sciences to remain current is for the faculty to
remain professionally active.

For too long mathematics and mathematics
teachers have sufrered from a rigid, na,rro\iv
definition of professional activity. To save face
with our peers in the sciences and humanities, we
expect of oureelves a productive resea,rch prograln;
to save face with our peers in mathematics,
we adopt the mathematician's elit€ definition of
research, The result too often is confusion,
frustration, and well-intentioned hypocrisy in
faculff tenure and promotion proceedings.

Morris Kline a,rgued forcefully in his prwocative
19?? book, Why the Prolessor Con't Teacl4
that mathematics must reestablish respect for
schola,rship, for resea,rch in its traditions,l pganing.
In this view, a teacher's tine and enerry should
be devoted both to instruction and to that
kind of schola.rship which is the complementary
aspect of good teaching. The breadth of
the mathematical sciences, the importance of
renewed links between teaching and tesea^rch,
the rapid creation of new mathematics, ag
well as the David report's conclusion that only
t0% of college mathematicians are productive
resea.rchers-these and other signs suggest that it
is time to establish a new definition of professional
work for college mathematicians.

Professional Work in Mathematics

Professional work in mathematics, as in any
field, must be public-that's the root of the word
"publication." But it need not be restricted
to narroril, traditional research publications.
It should embrace all published works (texts,
research papers, reviews, expository articles,
classroom notes), presentations at meetings and
at other institutions, leadership in professional
organizations, arranging professional workshops,
and consulting for government, industry or
academic institutions. The important common
element is the scrutiny and review afforded by
public presentation: this is vital to both the
individual and the institution as an external
measure of the significance of the work. Moreover,
public presentation imposes on the individual
a healthy discipline in organizing ideas and
thinking systematically about key issues in the
mathematical sciences.

The creatiori of new mathematics expresses as
nothing else can the fundamental processes of
mathematics, and an active research program in

a department can help stimulate not only new
ideas but also new modes of thought. But it is
not something we can demand as a sine qua non
for either promotion or tenure. It is, ratheEn'rene
option among many.

To balance my appeal to authority, I add
supporting evidence from Peter Hilton, who once
wrote a scathing review of Kline's book. But on
this issue they seem to agree: "I believe," writes
Hilton, "that promotion and tenure should be
the rewa,rd of outstanding work sl an imeginative
and innovative nature. Such outstanding work
could be in the field of mathematical resea,rch,
but does not have to be. Thus it is perfectly
possible and, today, more inportant than wer,
to show imagination, enersr and enterprise
in the development of new courees and the
modernization of old ones."

Directly or indirectly, all professional activity
relates to teaching. Teachers who are active imbue
their courses with a sphit of current thought.
Yet only ra,rely in mathematics will the content
of signiffcant research translate into material
suitable for undergraduate instruction. It is in
this reepect that mathematics difrere from most
other fields. A Shakespea.re scholax can relate
current reseaxch to undergraduate coursesr as can
a biochemist studying techniques of recombinant
DNA. But the matheriatician working on shock
waves or gauge fields cannot readily relate this
work to any typical course in the undergraduate
curriculum. However, the process of mathematics
is continually renewed by professional activity,
and it is the process more than the content that
matters in effective teaching.

The gulf between undergraduate instruction
and mathematical research is much easier to span
in the newer applied subjects than in traditional
core mathematics. These subjects appeal to
students not only because they a,re new and
applicable, but also because they a.re near the
frontier. Undergraduates need to experience the
euphoria of discwery in order to taste the true
nature of mathematics. The ability of instructors
to lead students to the brink of unsolved problems
in these newer areas is in itself a substantial reason
to emphasize these topics in the undergraduate
curriculum. Moreover, what is good for students
is also good for the faculty: interdisciplinary
work applying mathematics to problems in other
fields provides a marvelous opportunity for college
mathematics teachers to become professionally
active.

Typically, the links between scholarship and
teaching that emerge in mathematics relate
to development of new courses or entire new
curriculum structures, to the integration of
computing and applied techniques into traditional
mathematics, to supervision of independent study
in areas that reach into unfamiliar territory, to
development of innovative curriculum matelials
for new courses, or to development of computer
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sofbws.re end d$cumentation" In cases suq:h
as these, profe wional worh is oflen focused
on local issues x,nd' for this reasorl, may rio{;
Iead to uignificant public {rxposure. it i*,
nevertheless, import*,nt for tl:n department anrl
for the individual.

We, the rnathematical community, must work
to establish effeetive xrecha$isrns to evalunto
and reward pr*fessional activity in the context
of each institution's special srission and objee-
tives. Evaluatlon muut re*ognize the varied
purpoaes of research aud professional activi{y'
Some rdseerch**the nfuorii;y-benefite m*thc-
matice directly by advlmcing the frontiers of
knowledge. Mosb renuarch aad professional
activity benefitr maihematien indirectly by in-
vigorating the fnculty, abi.mulating students, a.nd
refreohing ihe currir:ulurn. Eoih are necesssry
for nn*thernatics ta thrive, nnd both must be
reeogniaed and suitably rewarderi.

An Agenda f,err &enerval

Successful undnrgradunte mtltfiernatics requine*
a faculty that ie active, ncholarly, and vigornun"
To revitalize nndergraduate msthtxltatics we must
infuse the undergraduate yeam with the npirit
if not the details of contenrpor*,ry rnatheinatical
activity. We must support exemplary prosrarng
that encourage students ttl maj*r in mathoxmtics-
We must encouro,ge creutivity in devel*ping
progr*ms for pronpective school teachers as weil ns
for prospective scicntists. We must reward thoge
who provide effeclive col.lrse$ in "mathemaNica]
literacy" l'or future lawyers, politicians, anel
citirens, And perhaps mogt imptlrtant, we tnust,
establish standarqls for faculty evaluation thnt
promote innovation in teachingi aud scholarship in
mathematics.

To be speci.Su, ar: agend* fbr renewa]. $muld
include *uch things ri,u:

ollndergraduntn sch.olarly aetivities, to provide
for m*bhematrcs s{udentn wh*,t the laboratory
doos for uciEltce studen|s *nd the stage for
draula stutlcnfs.

* Curriculum modernizatiolr, b$ i:ring into the
und*rgraCuate eurrieulum [he mont exciting
idea.n nf m$dern npplied mathernatic.q'

ulnteldiur:iplinary eftirrts, to shr:w how mathe-
matict:rl icleas cnn illumin*te many nf the
brsad issues ---*nergy policy, economie theelry,
etr*f,egic clrictrine-thah capture the irnagina-
tion of une.lergrad*a{e ntudeuta.

*rRedesuiti*n of the e$rc *f u.ndergraduate
mnbhematics, tn determin*: what subjeetn all
nr*rthematics m*ljors sl:nuld kntxv.

oltemgniiion of snholarship rather than narrow
reseerch mx thc true mrark of profeseional
aeiivity fi:r coll*ge ma{,htlnnatics teachera.

Fcir the rent nf thin dofl${ifl rnathennntics
deyinrtmrenin will c*nbinte under great stresa' Wb
iive i:l *lflfr $hed{rlv o.f *nmpratcr ucience, the gla;rror
stack lrf ncacl*lnia. ln txrnfirn*t i.o eomputing,
mathema{ics eppear$ 8.s a celretiral abstrncticn,
isolated fr*m rermlity.

Industry is l:riring mathematics grad.uates as
never b*t'nre; rweiety i* pressuring the scliools to
stress mnthernalics; *mci l,he scientifie research
cnmrnuni{,y ha* *ndsrscd mat}iematics ns one of
the prioril,y aremu for eupport in years ahead' It is
irnporiant, thnb we n*t, let hhe*e opportuniiies slip
aw&y.

Tea.rirers of uri<lcrgradilate lua.thematics nlust
make every nlYord {:s co}lvsy nob only lo our
studentn bub ,rls$ to our culleogues and ttl the
general public the contribtl{,ions mathematics is
makin6 to soci*ty. 'fhe grtnt lesson of the past
twenty yrars is that {,he most absbract ideat are
the ma:${, powerf'ul, alld thc rnr:r:t' abetract thinkers
the mont versatile.
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